Google Shopping is the perfect tool for online shopping that your
competitors already use
AGENCY 451 specialists have experience
starting Google Shopping and increasing sales
for any topic

Merchandise ads show high sales performance
because they are informative (consist of product
image and price) and appear when a product is
searched by a user.
Or, when a potential buyer visits the site, they are
already displayed on the Google Display
Network or Facebook via remarketing

Beneﬁts of Google Shopping:
Visible in search;
Always up-to-date (price and
product are updated automatically);
Automation - hundreds of ads are
downloaded from the feed (product
ﬁle);
High ROAS (ROI)

An example of a Google product listing ads

Example of a Facebook product ad (centerline or right)

Examples of Product Listing Ads on the Google Display Network (Dynamic Remarketing).
That is, ads show products that a user has viewed on your site before

How much does it cost to set up and run Product Listing Ads
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Creating a feed (ﬁle) with automatic updating of the product data (name, price
and other attributes);
Setting up your Google Merchant Center oﬃce, uploading a feed, linking your
Merchant Center to your Google Ads oﬃce;
Prepare your site for moderation requirements in Google Shopping
Communicate with Google Support on moderation;
Link Google Ads and Google Analytics and import conversions to optimize
your campaigns for maximum sales;
Setting up regular Google products;
Smart Shopping setting (fully automatic campaign aimed at maximizing sales
within budget for advertising campaign);
Setting up dynamic remarketing on Google
Setting up merchandise and dynamic remarketing on Facebook;
year of free support and optimization of Google and Facebook product
campaigns

Price

1 950 USD

Start package
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Creating a feed (ﬁle) with automatic updating of the product data (name, price
and other attributes);
Setting up your Google Merchant Center oﬃce, uploading a feed, linking your
Merchant Center to your Google Ads oﬃce;
Prepare your site for moderation requirements in Google Shopping
Communicate with Google Support on moderation;
Link Google Ads and Google Analytics and import conversions to optimize
your campaigns for maximum sales;
Setting up regular Google products
Smart Shopping setting (fully automatic campaign aimed at maximizing sales
within budget for advertising campaign);
Set up dynamic remarketing on Google

Ціна

1 050 USD

Our customers include electronics stores (DJI), plumbing (Hansgrohe), massage equipment (Casada) and dozens
of successful product launches.

Let's launch your
rocket!
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Agency 451
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